Chapter 2 Research in humans

Research in humans differs from other research in that the subject has decision-making power and must be treated with respect. The long history, even in the name of science of one group of humans exploiting another has made it necessary to establish elaborate rules and procedures to protect human participants in research.

A. History of rules about research in humans

The Nuremberg Code 1947

“The great weight of evidence before us is to the effect that certain types of medical experiments on human beings, when kept within reasonably well-defined bounds, conform to the ethics of the medical profession generally. The protagonists of the practice of human experimentation justify their views on the basis that such experiments yield results for the good of society that are unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All agree, however, that certain basic principles must be observed in order to satisfy moral, ethical and legal concepts:”

Ten principles were then enunciated (http://www.ushmm.org/research/doctors/codeptx.htm)

These have been condensed to:

1. Autonomy – voluntary informed consent
2. Beneficence – good science and favorable benefit to risk ratio
3. Justice – equal opportunity to participate and to not participate

The investigator was given the responsibility for seeing to it that the ethical requirements were met.

The World Medical Association developed the Declaration of Helsinki, first in 1964. It has been amended repeatedly since then. http://www.wma.net/e/policy/b3.htm

Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects

Thirty-two statements are made in the Declaration including (in paraphrase)

1. The primary responsibility of physicians is the best care and research is secondary.
2. Research is important to improve health care
3. Investigators should be aware of the ethical, legal and regulatory requirements for research on humans.
4. Research on humans must be scientifically sound and carried out by qualified persons.
5. It must be voluntary and informed, with consent and ability to withdraw documented.
6. Vulnerable populations may require surrogate consent.
7. The research protocol must have been scrutinized and approved by an ethics committee for risks and benefits with minimization of the former and maximization of the latter.
8. Investigators must monitor their research and report problems.
9. The population studied should have a reasonable chance of benefiting from the results.
10. Reporting and publication should adhere to the facts.
11. A limitation was placed on jointly providing clinical care and research.
12. Placebo use was strictly limited. Investigators should try to compare standard of care with the new agent.

The Belmont Report 1979
(http://ohrp.osophs.dhhs.gov/humansubjects/guidance/Belmont.htm)

This report was the culmination of the work of a national commission that began in 1974. It was adopted by the NIH in its entirety and became the basis for institutional arrangements with the NIH to review, evaluate and monitor research on humans. Its main provisions are as follows:

B. Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Research</strong></th>
<th>A systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge. 45 CFR 46.102(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Subject</strong></td>
<td>A living individual about whom an investigator (whether professional or student) conducting research obtains data through intervention or interaction with the individual, or identifiable private information. 45 CFR 46.102(f)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Intervention:**

Physical procedures and manipulations of the subject’s environment performed for research purposes.

**Interaction:**

Interaction includes communication or interpersonal contact between investigator and subject.
Private Information:

Private information is information about behavior that occurs in a context in which an individual can reasonably expect that no observation or recording is taking place, as well as information that has been provided for specific purposes by an individual and which the individual can reasonably expect will not be made public.

Definition of Human Research

Data from living individuals
Biological material from living individuals
Interaction or intervention with a living individual
Use of a non-FDA approved, drug, device or biological

C. Federal Mandate

I direct each department and agency of Government to review present practices to assure compliance with the Federal policy for the Protection of Human Subjects and to cease immediately sponsoring or conducting any experiments involving humans that do not fully comply with the Federal Policy.

President Bill Clinton

D. Respect for persons

Choices of autonomous individuals should be respected. People incapable of making their own choices should be protected

Respect for persons in clinical research and verification of that respect depend on administration of and signatures on a formal informed consent document. Having taken on the characteristics of an educational, legal, and accountability document, the typical consent form can have 19 items, requires over ten typed pages, and is frequently signed without a full understanding of its terms. In fact often it fails to educate, to protect legally and to function as an auditing tool.

What An Informed Consent Document Must Cover

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Purpose of the study</th>
<th>10. Financial obligation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Potential risks and discomforts</td>
<td>12. Privacy and confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Anticipated benefits to subjects</td>
<td>13. Participation and withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anticipated benefits to society</td>
<td>14. Consequences of withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Alternatives to participation</td>
<td>15. Withdrawal of participation by the investigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Payment for participation</td>
<td>16. New findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Possible commercial products</td>
<td>17. Identification of investigators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sample remaining at the end of the study</td>
<td>18. Rights of research subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. HIPAA privacy rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The informed consent document operates largely to define institutional policies and the features of an individual protocol. Recent catastrophic delinquencies in consent forms have led to a general tightening of the process with questionable effects on educational capacity and legal protections. The required paragraph for HIPAA may add to the confusion.

Whatever the weaknesses of the formal consent process, the PI as a fiduciary for the subject, retains the responsibility to explain the rationale and content of the study in such a manner and for a sufficient time so that participants understand it and give fully informed consent.

The consent must also be voluntary. Coerced consent, expressed or implied, may occur under a number of circumstances including: when participation is a contingency for treatment, when enough payment is made to constitute an inducement, when the subject is really not a free agent, (e.g. prisoners and dependent children, or members of cultures where decisions are centralized).

The investigative team must be reasonably sure that surrogates consenting for impaired or underage subjects are fulfilling their fiduciary responsibility to the subjects.

D. Beneficence

Clinical research protocols should be designed to maximize the benefits to an individual or to society while minimizing harm to the individual. But in research we do not know in advance all the harms that may occur, so we must monitor and stop the research should harms become significant in comparison to the benefits. We also do not know in advance to what extent the benefits greatly exceed the alternative so that the randomization must be stopped. Thus, the ethical decisions of data and safety monitoring boards regarding continuation of trials have become important elements of beneficence.

E. Justice

Distributive justice means the equitable distribution of the burdens and benefits of research. Investigators may not exploit vulnerable individuals or exclude without good reason eligible candidates who may benefit from a trial. This is now a federal rule and is monitored for all NIH and FDA clinical trials.

The Belmont report also led to Institutional Review Boards and Multiple Project Assurances of institutions with the Federal Government to carry out ethical evaluation and review of all research considered human research and to monitor the progress of studies. This means local control and local responsibility with Federal oversight.

In 1979 the Federal government adopted the “Common Rule.”
F. Common Rule

The Common Rule is a federal policy regarding Human Subjects Protection that applies to 17 Federal agencies and offices. It does not apply to federal agencies that have not signed the agreement (e.g., Department of Labor, etc.) The main elements of the Common Rule include:

Requirements for assuring compliance by research institutions

Requirements for researchers’ obtaining and documenting informed consent

Requirements for Institutional Review Board (IRB) membership, function, operations, review of research, and record keeping.

The Common Rule includes additional protections for certain vulnerable research subjects.

Subpart B provides additional protections for pregnant women, in vitro fertilization, and fetuses

Subpart C contains additional protections for prisoners

Subpart D does the same for children.

DHHS Regulations are provided in 45 CFR, Part 46.


FDA Regulations are detailed in 21 CFR, Part 50, and 21 CFR, Part 56. You can review these at

http://www.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/cfrassemble.cgi?title=199945

An institution with a DHHS approved Federal Wide Assurance typically agrees to apply DHHS regulations to all research regardless of the funding source, including research that is internally funded and collaborative research across institutions

G. Institutional Review Board (IRB)

IRBs are impaneled to protect the rights and welfare of human subjects and support the institution’s research mission. By requiring local review the Federal Government requires local responsibility that is both institutional and individual.
Researchers must respect and protect the rights and welfare of individuals recruited for, or participating in, research conducted by or under the auspices of the Institution. By institution is meant any entity that is sanctioned by the Federal Government to conduct research. The IRB is constituted to be the agency within the institution that reviews and approves research involving humans. Research actions are guided by the principles set forth in the Belmont report (see above).

IRBs have a full time administrative core to handle the applications, keep abreast of the changing rules, and monitor the approved protocols. IRB members consist of faculty and non-affiliated non-scientists who in the aggregate possess a broad range of expertise and interests corresponding to the research proposed.

Research institutions have a contract, called an assurance, with the Federal government outlining their collective obligations and responsibilities to protect human subjects. These multiple project assurances require ethical review of all human research under defined rules. Review by the institutional IRB(s) is required for research on humans when the conduct or recruitment of the research involves institutional resources, property, or facilities, regardless of funding source, when the research is conducted by or under the direction of any employee, student, or agent of the institution:

- in connection with her/his institutional responsibilities
- using any property or facility of the institution
- when the research involves the use of an institution’s non-public information to identify or contact potential subjects

The Common Rule adopted the principle of local control of research oversight because:

- It would enhance education of the research community & the public
- It would provide greater familiarity with the actual conditions surrounding the conduct of the research
- It would enhance the ability to work closely with scientists to assure the protection of the rights and welfare of the subjects
- It would assure that the application of policies is fair to investigators

Any study involving research on human beings must go through the IRB. However, there are certain exceptions based on the intent of the research or on the characteristics of the study.

Hospitals are required to carry out programs of quality assurance that involves research into clinical practices in the institution. These are usually designed to improve the care locally and there is no intent to generate generalizable
knowledge. That is not considered research. On the other hand, a program evaluation/quality assurance program becomes research when the intent of the project is to answer a research question or create generalizable knowledge that will be shared outside of the program being assessed, such as journal articles, professional presentations, etc. Frequently the findings precipitate the interest in publishing.

In general, a Study is **exempt** from IRB Review if it is

Research in commonly accepted educational settings involving normal educational practice (Think course evaluations)

Surveys,

Interviews

Questionnaires

Observation of public behavior, unless subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects; and any disclosure of the human subjects’ responses outside of the research could reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal liability or be damaging to the subjects’ financial standing, employability, or reputation

Collection or study of existing data, documents, records, pathological specimens or diagnostic specimens, if:

The sources are publicly available, or
If the information is recorded in such a manner that subjects cannot be identified directly or through identifiers linked to the subject

*Due to HIPAA: Medical record reviews are no longer exempt*
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Case: Phase 1 trials

In the absence of human trials it’s impossible to know about the safety of drugs in humans that were found to be safe in other animals. Phase I clinical trials involve the dosing of new drugs to tolerance in control subjects and doing pharmacokinetics to determine blood levels, binding, and disposal rates of the drug.

Years ago, a large drug company advertised for volunteers for Phase I clinical trials of new agents. They noticed as the weather turned cold, middle-aged persons who were dirty and poorly dressed volunteered, and that the number of volunteers increased yearly. The volunteers were housed in a metabolic unit for 6 months and were given a number of agents in sequence during the winter. Each trial was approved by an “in house” IRB. When it became known that many of the volunteers were homeless alcoholics, screening tests were done to ensure that chemistries were normal or near normal. Each volunteer signed a consent indicating that their compensation would be provided to
them at the end of the period of being a control and that they would refrain from alcohol for the
duration of their stay.

The company believed sincerely that it was helping these individuals. The process was revealed in the
media after some years.

Questions:

1. Was anything untoward happening here?
2. If you believe so, then what was the range of ethical lapses in drug research?

Case: Use Of A Placebo Control

In 2002 a report was published in JAMA describing the results of a trial of sertraline (Zoloft) versus
hypericum (St John’s Wort) versus placebo in the treatment of severe depression. It was an eight-
week trial and all of the subjects were monitored carefully for increased depression or suicidal
tendencies at which time they were removed from the trial. Both sertraline and hypericum were no
better than placebo. The investigators pointed out that without the placebo group, the conclusion
might have been reached that St John’s Wort was equally effective as sertraline.

1. Was this an ethical trial? If so, why? If not, why not?
2. Discuss equipoise in clinical research
3. Discuss Geneva Convention and CIOMS guideless for use of placebos
4. Discuss whether clinical research, especially randomized clinical trials require a therapeutic
   obligation to participants

Case: Tissue Samples

Aortic tissue samples from patients undergoing cardiac transplantation have been
collected and stored for many years. Permission for the sampling was granted
under the blanket research approval in the surgical consent form. Previously,
investigations were permitted under waiver of IRB review because the samples were
used completely without identifiers. The samples (n=2000) were dated and stored
untouched in liquid nitrogen.

The medical team gave permission to Dr. Gomez, a geneticist, to sample all 2000
specimens to study the prevalence of a number of gene polymorphisms proposed to
relate to development of dilational cardiomyopathy. The genetic findings were to be
related to a specific patient by identifying the tissue donor by correlating the sample
date to the operative schedule. Dr. Gomez claims that no IRB approval or new
consent forms were required for this study because the study did not utilize
individuals, only stored tissue.

Questions:

1. Are there any limitations on Dr. Gomez’ access to the tissues?
2. To perform a complete genetic search, Dr. Gomez would like to provide some of the material to other labs including some commercial labs. Are there any limitations to that?
3. There may be several forms of dilational cardiomyopathy. Dr. Gomez plans to arrange for a cardiology fellow to collaborate and to review all the charts to distinguish between the clinical forms of the condition to further define the genetics. Is there a problem with this?
4. If there are problems how should they be handled?

Case: Alzheimer’s

Your basic research laboratory discovered the principal pathway by which \(\beta\)-amyloid was cleared from brain cells and was able to design an oligopeptide drug as a potential highly potent therapeutic agent to rapidly enhance clearing and support improvement of brain function.

With venture capitalists you formed a new company COGNI+ to license your discovery and complete development of this and potentially even more potent products. COGNI+ has conducted extensive investigations in an animal model of Alzheimer’s disease and demonstrated that the agent appeared to produce few side effects and that intensive application for a week or two cleared the affected tissue of \(\beta\)-amyloid and that low dose maintenance could greatly improve the animals’ condition.

COGNI+ filed an IND at the FDA to test humans. Based on the animal data, the most effective clinical trial for efficacy would be to treat patients with moderately severe Alzheimer’s disease rather than early or advanced cases.

Your academic clinical responsibilities include supervision of a large nursing home where 35% of the patients have Alzheimer’s disease. Therefore, you arrange to do the Phase 1 and Phase 2 trials in this facility. You review all the charts of patients to find the ones with moderately severe Alzheimer’s disease.

The Phase 1 trial will test toxicity in 6 subjects. If the toxicity is low, it will be possible to proceed to the Phase 2 trial.
The Phase 2 trial will include 10 subjects in an escalating dose protocol to test efficacy.

Because the drug clears rapidly it must be given intramuscularly three times a day in the acute phase of therapy.

Questions:

1. Would the IRB and the University-Industry Conflict of Interest Committee of your institution have a problem with this study?
2. How will you determine whether participants can consent for themselves? What should you do if some cannot?
3. How will you present the studies to the subjects and to their surrogates?
4. This category of patients experiences a lot of “sundowning.” Will this likely affect your study?

Expecting the Phase I and II trials to be highly successful from the basic mechanism and the animal experiments, you are planning a phase 3 clinical trial that will involve 300–400 participants.

5. What ethical issues must you consider in this large trial?

Case – Violation of Confidentiality

Researchers cloned and sequenced the gene for Interleukin I. They sent off a paper to Nature, very excited about their great result. Their work was funded by the Cistron Corporation.

A faculty member associated with Immunex had a reviewer on the paper that the above group claims held up the paper and used key information it contained to clone and sequence the same gene.

Even though there never was a market for a product from this gene, Cistron is suing because Immunex got venture capital funding on the basis of the gene and because it became a strong competitor due to that funding. $100,000,000 is at stake here.
Immunex responded that Cistron had cloned something different, that they were suffering a loss of reputation due to a deliberate misleading reading of the facts and is countersuing.

The core question could turn on what degree of confidentiality is appropriate (the norm) for peer reviews?

Rules have become more explicit. What should they be?
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This federal guideline asks IRBs and institutions to consider a variety of means to eliminate, document, disclose, and manage conflicts of interest. It is not overly prescriptive but it expects institutions to actively and effectively deal with conflicts of interest both of individual investigators and of IRB members. Conflict of interest committees distinct from IRBs are expected to be developed. Required reading for research administrators.

The Office of Public Health and Science (OPHS), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) announces a final guidance document for Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), investigators, research institutions, and other interested parties, entitled Financial Relationships and Interests in Research Involving Human Subjects: Guidance for Human Subject Protection. This guidance document raises points to consider in determining whether specific financial interests in research could affect the rights and welfare of human subjects, and if so, what actions could be considered to protect those subjects. This guidance applies to human subjects research conducted or supported by HHS or regulated by the Food and Drug Administration.


This brief article in the personal section of the WSJ suggests that prospective participants in a clinical trial ask a series of questions including who’s in charge? Is there a well-functioning objective IRB? What are the conflicts of interest? And what’s actually going to happen to me? Investigators should read this article.

There was a lot of worry about the degree to which the HIPAA regulations would inhibit clinical research. It is still a matter of concern but research continues unabated.


This is important in the context of impact on research. The key element is whether the research impinges on the medical chart of the subject. If it does, then all the HIPAA regulations apply. If not then only the research-related common rule applies.


The author argues that clinical research with a therapeutic intent should have greater oversight than physiological investigation with normal controls because the risk to the subjects is greater in the former than the latter. In mental disorder investigations where informed consent is difficult to achieve, the problem is especially ethically troublesome.


This is an example of the issues surrounding appropriate IRB function.


This brief news report succinctly reports the very serious ethical problems that arise when attempting to do research with vulnerable populations in this case children employed as control subjects.


This is a position paper on reform of the IRB system. They identify 15 current problems with the system, including 8 structural, 5 procedural, and 2 performance-assessment. They review suggested reforms and find them not fully corrective of the problems. They then introduce their own set of potential reforms.


These authors reiterate, 50 years later, the impact of the Nuremberg trials documenting NAZI physicians’ atrocities and proposing rules about performing research on humans. Clinical research in America and worldwide was designed to protect the rights of the individual subjects’ to make uncoerced decisions about participation and to expect that the chance of benefit will generally outweigh the chance of harm. The subsequent research rules in the Belmont report and the Declaration of Helsinki were derived directly from the Nuremberg Report.


As recipients of tissue and medical specimens, pathologists and other medical specialists regard themselves as stewards of patient tissues and consider it their duty to protect the best interests of both the individual patient and the public. The stewardship of slides, blocks, and other materials includes providing, under appropriate circumstances, patient materials for research, education, and quality control. The decision to provide human tissue for such purposes should be based on the specific (i.e., direct patient care) and general (i.e., furthering medical knowledge) interests of the patient and of society. The same standards of responsibility should apply to all medical professionals who receive and use specimens. This document proposes specific recommendations whereby both interests can be fostered safely, ethically, and reasonably.


The author discusses the use of IRBs in research on humans outside of medicine. Social scientists are very concerned about overzealous IRBs severely curtailing what they consider to be harmless research.
In frustration, they engage in “serial mind-reading” trying to produce protocols that will be acceptable to their IRBs. The problem is that IRBs are local and reflect local conditions so investigators are often not sure where they stand. The conference from which this report was generated was to produce a white paper asking for improvements in research regulation.


This important paper discusses the ethical implications of underpowered clinical trials, indicating that they are becoming more common and have garnered a degree of professional support. They are justified as ways of accumulating data for meta-analyses and for ways of determining efficacy or appropriate dosing. It is unethical to carry out studies on humans in which you can never reach a valid conclusion. It subjects them to risk and bother for no possible reward. Certainly, if that is the intention, participants should know about it and assess the value of their participation. However, clearly, in many cases under powering was not deliberate, but rather the consequence of difficulty recruiting or excessive dropouts. They suggest that underpowered trials are justifiable in treating rare diseases where a meta-analysis will provide statistical validity or in a phase 2 type dosing experiment. Small trials might also be used to develop a protocol. They believe that it is immoral to reach clinical conclusions from inadequate information.


This brief paper tries to answer the claim that today’s scientists perceive no obligation to research subjects beyond compliance with the rules. Numerous individuals and government leaders are quoted, all coming to the conclusion that research integrity goes well beyond the rules, but we must have rules. The prevalence of major conflicts of interest mandates the existence of strong regulations.


This position paper reviews the ideas behind requiring medical students to fill out graduation questionnaires as an evaluative tool. Are they research subjects when they do this? And if it is required for graduation does that mean that their cooperation in research is coerced? The problem is that the results might be useful to others and therefore subject to publication. Other such “dual purpose activities” include clinical quality assurance studies. The authors conclude that students should know that faculty may publish the results of an educational questionnaire, but they do not go so far as to require the completion of an informed consent document. They do raise the question of when is it appropriate to ask for student consent, thus making the task voluntary.

http://www.hipaacomply.com/changetoprivacy.htm


This short letter examines costs of 9 IRBs and estimates supplemental IRB expenditures at $56000 per study, after home IRB approval. It chronicles poor communication and fear of punishment as the two main components of over-expenditure. This is a whopping sum that certainly needs to be diminished.


This paper reports on the brouhaha associated with the proposed rules for HIPAA, prior to its activation. Some changes were made.


The revised HIPAA rules are reported here. It includes a limited data set, which would permit medical record review without identifiability. It also liberalized the time that data could be kept.

This is a valuable study of small number of persons with early Alzheimer’s disease, age matched normal controls and care givers (15 of each). They used the MacArthur Competency Assessment Tool for Clinical Research and audiotaped the interviews for review. They found that all of the controls and 9 of the 15 Alzheimer cases were adjudged to be competent. They conclude that the instrument is very effective in selecting subjects who can sign for themselves rather than have a surrogate sign for them.


This is the first of a series of letters to the editor of JAMA regarding the article by Woodward on protection of human research subjects. This supports the review by IRBs that were criticized by the author. Other letters in the group support positions taken by the NBAC, and criticize Dr. Woodward’s view that there was movement afoot to weaken protections afforded to research participants.


The National Center for Research Resources provided General Clinical Research Centers funding to recruit and hire individuals to be Research Subject Advocates. The job description was somewhat vague. In this paper the authors describe their response to the charge to advocate for subjects and to oversee their research activities in a constructive manner. This describes how UCLA did it up to the date of the paper. This role has continued to evolve to include much more education, protocol monitoring, and face to face relationships with subjects and the research team.


This constitutes a well thought out and somewhat pessimistic report on the expectations for medical research in the face of HIPAA. He sympathizes with the individual’s need for privacy but wonders whether the individual would recognize the substantial benefits to be derived from the availability of medical data for examining and hopes that HIPAA does not close off the road toward chart-base research. By this time, many institutions have found their way to use the chart information needed while not violating HIPAA.


It examines the new federal privacy rule (Federal Register 67: 53182–53273, 2002) by highlighting the differences and going into detail about the costs associated with its inception. http://content.nejm.org/cgi/content/full/347/15/1133


This paper, which has become historical by now, deals with the issue of whether pathologists using tissue samples mainly for developing diagnostic test needed IRB approval. At this time, they frequently did not seek such approval and in an empirical study, identifiable tissue samples were often used. I believe that HIPAA has clarified those uncertainties and IRB approval or waiver is necessary when conducting studies of human tissues.


This position paper reviews the Declaration of Helsinki (since revised) and points out that investigators routinely violate some of the provisions. He also claims that provisions violate contemporary ethical standards. He claims that the Declaration of Helsinki requires revision because it is defective in two important respects. First, it relies on a distinction between therapeutic and nontherapeutic research. Secondly, it includes several provisions that are seriously out of touch with contemporary ethical thinking.
As a consequence, many researchers routinely violate its requirements. Such routine violations and their associated attitudes rob the declaration of its credibility.


This report outlines the plans to strengthen the Office of Protection from Research Risks and DHHS. It will also establish serious penalties for clinical investigator lapses and ensure better oversight of research, better deal with conflicts of interest, etc. Strengthening IRBs, one of the goals of the initiative has been carried out but more needs to be done.


This is an important paper that identifies the rapidly increasing trend to sue institutions and individuals for bad results associated with clinical research. Litigation will get the profession to examine itself more rigorously, stultifying IRBs and perhaps inhibiting the development of drugs.


Adverse drug events cause substantial morbidity and mortality, yet they remain underappreciated and misunderstood. The terminology to describe errors and patient harm associated with medications causes much confusion. This article uses the case study of a patient with multiple adverse drug events to clarify key terms, such as adverse event, adverse drug reaction, adverse drug event, medication error, and side effect. The case discussion illustrates clinical approaches to analyzing the causal connection between a suspect drug and an adverse event. Examples and rationale for meaningful documentation of adverse drug events are provided, along with an outline of the types of events that should be reported to regulatory agencies.


Many informed consent forms now indicate that participants will receive information about the results of their trial. That is not always done. This paper addresses the issues involved in that area.


This letter to Bernard Shwetz, Acting director of the Office for Human Subject Protections requested that all the medical schools in the US be investigated for requiring seniors to fill out a questionnaire about their medical school experience. These were compiled at the AAMC and utilized by individual schools and the profession to improve its performance. The students objected to the obligatory nature of the response and the failure to obtain consent. The argument was that it was research because someone could study the data and report it although it was intended as an educational quality assurance report. It also pointed out that the seniors would personally derive no benefit from the results.


The Secretary of HHS, responding to serious criticism of the clinical research activities of the government and academic health centers proposed supporting a much strengthened oversight office with considerable powers. Oversight of research would be greatly enhanced.


The authors deal with apparent craziness on the part of IRBs, used to dealing with medical research, attributing harm to social science studies and delaying or stopping research proposals for what
seems to be ridiculous reasons. Good arguments; however, social scientists also are frequently oblivious of
the harm they may do in their studies, for example, stigmatizing a group.

Siegler, M. (1998). "Ethical issues in innovative surgery: should we attempt a cadaveric hand
transplantation in a human subject?" Transplantation Proceedings 30(6): 2779.

The author discusses the ethical and scientific validity of conducting the first cadaveric hand
transplant. He applies criteria that Francis Moore has proposed years ago that includes good science,
institutional probity, openness, and community discussion and decides that it is o.k. Since we have seen
two face transplants by now, we can see that surgical innovation will continue apace.


The author, with considerable personal experience reviews the successes and deficiencies of the
FDA. She recommends much strengthening post-marketing surveillance, getting proper leadership
approved, improving the review process to more nearly match the strength of the pharmaceutical houses,
and bringing down the costs of drugs by getting them generic sooner and transferring more agents to over-
the-counter status. This is a very good article.


The author addresses the issue of peer review of information quality that the Federal government
utilizes to make substantive policy decisions. The superficially good idea was questions as to the need that
it fulfills in that the data seem to be good in the first place. Secondly, the selection of peer reviewers could
politicize the process, especially if conflicted individuals were selected. Finally, some thought the whole
idea was political, to get rid of troublesome findings. This is a very interesting discussion.


United States regulations governing federally supported research with human subjects derive in
part from 2 international codes, the Nuremberg Code and the Declaration of Helsinki. The Declaration of
Helsinki states that "concern for the interests of the subject must always prevail over the interests of science
and society." The concept of minimal risk and the principle of informed consent are the key means by
which US federal regulations seek to protect the rights and welfare of the individual in the research setting.
Current trends in medical research— including increased funding, ever-greater capabilities of computers,
development of new clinical tools that can also be used in research, and new research tools developed
through research itself. These are creating greater demand for human subjects, for easier recruitment and
conscription of these subjects, and for unimpeded access to patient medical records and human biological
materials. Nationally and internationally, there are new pressures to subordinate the interests of the subject
to those of science and society. This review is designed to sensitize the reader to the great difficulty of the
task of protecting subjects in this environment.

Subject Protection. DHHS. Services, Federal Register. 69 (92): 26393-7.

This federal guideline asks IRBs and institutions to consider a variety of means to eliminate,
document, disclose, and manage conflicts of interest. It is not overly prescriptive but it expects institutions
to actively and effectively deal with conflicts of interest both of individual investigators and of IRB
members. Conflict of interest committees distinct from IRBs are expected to be developed. Required
reading for research administrators.


This discussion piece should be read by everyone conducting research in which testing is done that
may be of relevance to subjects. They claim that, in addition to informed consent, respect means that
individuals have the right to learn about tests done on them as individual if they want the information. That
obligation is not set down in any research rules as yet.
http://jama.ama-assn.org/cgi/content/full/294/6/737
Consents


In order to be able to carry out research in people with learning disabilities the issue of how to consent becomes important. The authors suggest that consent exist in a continuum involving both assessments of capacity, degree of risk, availability of surrogates and assent, etc, rather than a dichotomous decision for each individual.


The author discusses the uncertain evolution of research in children from protection (paternalism) to access (autonomy) and the associated ethical dilemmas. It is largely a historical review.

http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/perspectives_in_biology_and_medicine/v047/47.4ross.html


The authors did a study of the consenting capacity of a group of chronically hospitalized schizophrenics to see how many were competent and for what kind of research. While diminished competence was widespread some positive findings were demonstrable.

http://ps.psychiatryonline.org/cgi/content/full/54/9/1247


These authors discuss the concepts surrounding voluntariness in voluntary informed consent. They elaborate on the vulnerabilities of potential research subjects and proceed with the ways in which investigations can influence participation to the extent of coercion. These are evaluated as ethical conclusions in research.


The author, in reflecting on the consent process for very seriously ill subjects, stresses the battle between hope (the therapeutic misconception) and reason (reading all the negative information provided). If we insist that reason prevails and the distinction between care and research be clear then some changes need to be made in the process of obtaining consent.


This study used the MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool--Clinical Research Version to examine the consenting capability of 37 subjects with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease in comparison to controls. They found 62% of the subjects to be incompetent by not exceeding the cutoff score on at least one domain. The validity of this way of determining competency was subject to discussion.


This very perceptive article elaborates on the informed consent process. They indicate that research on informed consent have concentrated on the form rather than dealing with recruitment that condition people about volunteering, the social and demographic characteristics of the potential volunteers, and the role of the primary care physician.


These authors report on an experiment forced upon them when 7 of 15 IRBs required pre-permission to send a questionnaire to subjects in a health services research investigation. Pre-permission substantially reduced acceptance. They would prefer no advanced permissions but would accept an "opt out" solution.

The author provides a thoughtful historical review of "informed consent" with emphasis on oncology studies. He finds great weakness in the process, in the written consent and in the involvement of the physicians. This is an important article to review as it provides an excellent historical review of studies of the consent process as well as his analysis.

http://www.jco.org/cgi/content/full/17/5/1601


This focus group study of African Americans in 1997 demonstrated mistrust of scientists, doctors, and government. The participants reported feelings of exploitation of poor or minority patients. Even though they didn't understand it they knew that Tuskegee was wrong. They understand informed consent as giving up their autonomy. They did support the need for research in minorities.


This paper notes that some research participants fail to understand the study in which they are enrolled because it is their choice while for others it is the lack of adequate information. They argue that the appropriate responses to each of these is different. They suggest confronting the issue by asking a few questions about the potential subjects' beliefs and attitudes.

http://jme.bmjournals.com/cgi/content/full/31/11/674


The authors reviewed the literature for studies addressing the question of whether augmentation of standard consent forms with videos, computer software, or enforced written material has a positive impact in subjects understanding of the protocol and willingness to volunteer. They actually review the 8 studies found addressing the subject. Although they were relatively negative, the studies showed variable improvement -- depending!


This paper reviews the Icelandic medical, genealogical, and genetic databases, their linkages, and the requirements for individual informed consents in relation to societal consents. The author recommends an individual written authorization rather than a standard consent and "pressured consent" in database research.


Genetic research and stem cell research have raised new questions about the sufficiency of informed consent based on individuals. This paper reviews a number of these questions but does not try to resolve them.


This report of the Ethics Working Group of the Confederation of European Specialists in Paediatrics delineates their guidelines for informed consent involving children. It involves respect for the dignity of the child, safeguarding the best interests of the child, protecting the child from harm, and assuring and protecting the privacy and confidentially of the child.


This paper gives the ethical background and rationale for conducting research on emergency conditions without prior informed consent, citing mainly the importance to society.
http://emj.bmjournals.com/cgi/content/abstract/18/3/198


This paper contains the results of a European meeting on DNA banking and review of applicable documents from around the world. It then reviewed the various ethical issues and ended up proposing standardizing policies for both the public and private sectors.
http://www.nature.com/ejhg/journal/v11/n2s/abs/5201114a.html


This philosophical paper deals with the question of the extent to which social and community considerations can and should play a role in the decision of an individual to participate in research. In many respects the IRB acts for the community but questions may arise that evade the IRB. In developing countries and in relation to minority populations, sensitivity to community morals, cultures, and cohesion is especially important.

http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6939/3/2

This study reviewed the IRB procedures employed in 5 countries that were jointly conducting a study about the believability of testimony regarding alleged child abuse. There were substantial differences and these were discussed.


The author discusses the problems with the standard model of the ethical conduct of research when carrying out qualitative research on a vulnerable population, in this case female drug users conducting illicit sexual activity in the US. She draws the problem as a cognitive and emotional divide between relatively untrained middle class interviewers who focus on the science and impoverished underclass women who focus on their payment. Little is done to empower the participants or to explain their common ground in learning how to improve the participants’ lives. Several useful suggestions for improving the situation are made.

http://jme.bmjournals.com/cgi/content/full/31/6/351

This focuses on the difference between the British and Declaration of Helsinki guidelines for research on children. They prefer the Helsinki guidelines because the subject can never be used as a means only but must also be an end in respect to the research.


The author revisits the change of IRB (and Federal) attention from protecting individuals (autonomy) to assuring equitable access (justice) and how involving communities complicates the issue. A very important set of concepts is examined here.
http://jn.nutrition.org/cgi/content/full/135/4/918

Cancer patients might have a limited capacity to be research subjects. This study used a competency test and protocol scenarios and found that ability to consent was related not to the cancer but to cognitive impairment, education, and aging.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6T8R-4902FRW-7/2/448760762fb5650022798073016d28db


This empirical paper studies the implications of payment to the participants in pediatric asthma research using protocol scenarios. They concluded that financial compensation was not a major motivator. However, there were significant differences in estimates that raise interesting questions about coercion.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6WKR-4FW7GVF-18/2/bb70ba4a07293ed2c2b920123b20a02e


This article evaluates the effectiveness of the informed consent process for a study in a NICU. They were somewhat concerned about both the knowledge of the procedures and the purpose on the part of the parents, especially the fathers. I believe, however, that they did as well as others. Some people really don't want to learn the details.

http://www.nature.com/jp/journal/v24/n7/full/7211142a.html


Personal medical information is essential when carrying out many kinds of human research. When clinical databases are mined in the US and elsewhere, the protocol must be extremely precise, the data extracted limited, and a waiver of informed consent obtained from an IRB. The author discusses the preconceptions utilized in passing these restrictive rules and indicates that they lack an effective logical rationale. Interesting reading, especially for those who have been hamstrung by HIPAA.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6VBF-4C6KPJX-1/2/600dde50f50627ebcd25a4d402f8aab3


This study raises serious questions about the preparation of oncologists for carrying out clinical trials. A large proportion of clinical oncologists believed that the purpose of the trial was to improve therapy for the individual participants rather than to produce generalizable knowledge about cancer treatment to advance future therapy. That is inconsistent with the principles of clinical research.


The author proposes considering four domains of influences on voluntariness that apply to everyone and must be considered in the determination of whether fully informed consent is possible: 1) Development factors; 2) illness-related considerations; 3) psychological issues and cultural/religious values; 4) External features and purposes. She discusses how these affect the informed consent process, especially in psychiatric patients.


A review of the status of the 1996 ruling by the NIH and FDA on the allowance of research in resuscitation and emergency medicine without prior informed consent. Very little research had been done under that rubric and the article reviews the reasons why and makes some suggestions.

The authors studied the competency to give informed consent was compared in Alzheimer's disease patients and their caregivers. The Mini-Mental State Examination was useful in determining competence. They request support on methods to enroll Alzheimer's patients.


This article raises the question of the degree to which study participants actually understand the consent form they are signing. It proposes post-decision questionnaires to improve understanding.

IRBs


Qualitative research involving in depth interviews is associated with a continuing interaction of interviewer and interviewee, an ability of the interviewer to subtly or not so subtly coerce (see the movie, Capote) and for the subject to feel locked in to continue. IRBs have no, they say, been kind to qualitative research. They discuss the concepts of implementation of "consent as a process."

http://qhr.sagepub.com/cgi/reprint/12/7/1000


This telephone survey of IRB chairpersons queried about the process of assent. They found great variability in the presence of criteria (age cutoff). They also varied on payment to the children and/or to the parents. It may have had some influence in getting IRBs to more effectively defer their rules for research with children.

http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/cgi/content/full/113/6/1747


The authors describe the process by which the Baylor College of Medicine IRB deals with research subject complaints. It is based on a carefully orchestrated inquiry mechanism that is designed to get objective information and result in justice.


This paper deals with the inconsistencies between research ethics committees and includes that it is inappropriate to try to make them all behave identically. They argue that different committees may have different ideas of justice, that there is no single moral standard for such committees, and third that committees have different processes. TO this I add that calculation of risk and benefit is not an exact science.


This paper considers the Certificate of Confidentiality, a tool available to researchers to keep personal health-related informed from those who might seek primary data from a study. They also reflect on how after documentation of other protective instruments is missing from research reports.

http://content.nejm.org/cgi/content/extract/354/2/194

This paper thoroughly reviews the weakness of our drug regulation system and suggests adding new and expansive elements to it. The foci are on complete information before and after a trial and processes to monitor drugs past release even to the point of requiring additional studies. What’s ironic to me is that if both sponsors and the FDA were more honest and effective in the first place, their horrible examples could have been prevented.

http://bmj.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/328/7432/140

This brief study demonstrates the different ways IRBs in various countries handle a protocol. The author suggests that much of the effort is time consuming and does nothing to help research participants.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6T5R-48KCM54-2/2/72c360ccf7d1b393918aa883c7bd428c

This excellent paper reviews clinical research and analyzes the weaknesses in monitoring. Safety data are particularly problematic. They recommend strengthening data and safety monitoring boards, teaching investigators good clinical practices, more local scrutiny of single site studies, and careful oversight of multi-center studies.


This interesting review of sending an approved centralized research protocol for local review resulted in many changes -- median 46/5 that added complexity but did not improve meaning. It took an average of 104 days to accomplish this. IRBs should read this article and take heed.


This document addresses the burning issue of retained organs and the rights of donors. They suggest a modified property rights approach to regulation of the practice.  
http://www.globalethics.bham.ac.uk/consultancy/Retained_organs.htm

http://jncicancerspectrum.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/jnci;94/24/1821

This editorial comments on an empirical study of oncologists' understanding of trials in which they participate. The author supports the idea of empirical ethics research and points out that it too can be excellent on trivial, well or poorly done.


This paper discusses the role of the neonatal nursing team in determining what research is ethical in the NICU and how the rights of the infants need to be protected.


These authors did an empirical study of what benefits were assessed by 43 IRBS by doing a taped standardized interview with a senior member or chair. The tapes were transcribed, anonymized, and analyzed. The results show considerable variability in approaches to determining potential benefits to research subjects.

This interesting paper proposes that clinical research protocols with increased risk, especially with low benefit, studies of really novel compounds, and research with a somewhat questionable design should receive "special scrutiny" from the IRB. It's disappointing that they never mention DSMBs whose function is to examine research as it progresses nor the RSA program of GCRCs.


Federal regulations allow children to be enrolled in clinical research only when IRB determines that the risks are minimal or a minor increase over minimal, or that the research offers a prospect of direct benefit. This study was designed to learn how IRBs actually determine risk vs benefit and to see whether they are consistent. They did a telephonic survey of IRB chairs and asked them 21 questions. They found that the only thing they generally agreed was minimally risky was a blood draw. They had a remarkably jaundiced eye toward what one would normally think as low risk interventions. They thought very little of payment as a benefit, but did accept psychological benefit. There was great variance among IRBs. They suggest some guidelines about risk be applied broadly. This is an excellent experimental paper.


An editorial detailing aspects of IRB reform that included a pilot NCI project on a single review of multicentric studies with local element reviewed locally.